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Abstract Quantitative usability requirements are a critical but challenging, and hence an often neglected aspect
of a usability engineering process. A case study is described where quantitative usability requirements played
a key role in the development of a new user interface of a
mobile phone. Within the practical constraints of the
project, existing methods for determining usability
requirements and evaluating the extent to which these
are met, could not be applied as such, therefore tailored
methods had to be developed. These methods and their
applications are discussed.

1 Introduction
Mobile phones have become a natural part of our
everyday lives. Their user friendliness, termed usability,
are increasingly in demand. Usability brings many
beneﬁts: users are able and willing to use the various
features of the phone and the services supplied by the
operators, the need for customer support decreases, and,
above all, user satisfaction increases.
At the same time, designing is becoming increasingly
challenging with the increasing number of functions and
reduction of the size of the phones. Another challenge is
the ever shortening life of the phones resulting in less
time for development.
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The practice of designing usable products is called
usability engineering.1 The book User-centered system
design by Donald Norman and Stephen Draper [1] is a
pioneering work. John Gould and his colleagues also
worked with usability methodologies in the 1980s [2].
Dennis Wixon and Karen Holtzblatt at Digital Equipment developed Contextual Inquiry and later on Contextual Design [3]; Carroll and Mack [4] were also early
contributors. Later, various UCD methodologies were
proposed e.g. by [5–10]. The standard ISO 13407 [11] is a
widely used general reference for usability engineering.
A general usability engineering life-cycle model —
meant for various applications from information systems to personal devices such as mobile phones — is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
The ﬁrst activity is to identify users. Context of use
analysis is about getting to know users: what the users’
goals are in relation to the product under development,
what kind of tasks they do and in which contexts. User
information is the basis for usability requirements where
the target levels of the usability of the product under
development are determined. A new product should lead
to more eﬃcient user tasks; they are explicitly designed
in the next step. Only at this stage does the user interface
(UI) design start in the ideal case. All the information
from the earlier phases forms the input to the interaction
design phase. Interaction design and qualitative usability
evaluations 2 typically form an iterative process (as does
the whole usability engineering process). Various levels
of prototypes are often used at this stage. When the
design starts to mature, it is veriﬁed against the usability
requirements.3
An essential part of the usability life-cycle is (quantitative) usability requirements, i.e. measurable usability
targets for the interaction design [13–17]. As stated in
1
Also other terms such as user-centred design and human-centred
design are used, although some authors do not consider these terms
synonyms.
2
Often called formative usability evaluations.
3
Often called summative usability evaluation.
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Fig. 1 Activities of usability engineering. Details of the life-cycle model can be found from [12]

[13]: ‘‘Without measurable usability speciﬁcations, there
is no way to determine the usability needs of a product,
or to measure whether or not the ﬁnished product fulﬁls
those needs. If we cannot measure usability, we cannot
have usability engineering’’.
The focus of this article is on the methods for
quantitative usability requirements: methods for determining usability requirements (a in Fig. 1) and methods
for evaluating compliance with the achievement of the
requirements (b in Fig. 1) in the practical context of
designing a UI for a mobile phone. We present a design
case, in a practical context where it was neither feasible
nor sensible to apply existing methods as described in
the methods literature so we had to use non-standard
methods.
A similar situation was faced by Wixon et al. at
Microsoft who found it unfeasible to use standard
usability evaluation methods and applied a non-standard method (‘opportunistic usability evaluation’) [18].
Wixon states that a key question of usability methods in
a practical setting is, ‘‘what is the best way of deploying
the usability resources we have available for this development cycle in order to maximize our beneﬁcial impact
on the product?’’ To ﬁnd the answers, Wixon calls for
case study research: ‘‘We need to evaluate methods in
vivo, that is, by applying them to real products embedded in real engineering, corporate, and political environments and not to simulated systems or hypothetical
models’’. Wixon ﬁnds that much of the literature on the

evaluation of usability methods is ‘‘unhelpful, or even
irrelevant’’ to the practitioner because the evaluations of
the methods have been carried out in laboratory settings.
In this article, our aim is to meet the research challenge posed by Wixon: we present the methods that we
used in a real development context of a mobile phone
UI, for the determination of quantitative usability
requirements and the evaluation of the compliance with
them.
In the following section, a review of existing methods
for usability requirements is provided. The case project
is reviewed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we describe the methods
we used in determining quantitative usability requirements and for measuring compliance with them, our
experiences in using them, and their advantages and
shortcomings. In the last section, we summarise the results, discuss the limitations and present the implications
for practice and research.

2 Methods for quantitative usability requirements
There are two main activities related to quantitative
usability requirements. During the early phases of a
development project, the usability requirements are
determined (a in Fig. 1), and during the late phases, the
usability of the product is evaluated against the
requirements (b in Fig. 1). Determining usability
requirements can be further split into two activities:
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deﬁning the usability attributes, and setting target values
for the attributes. In the evaluation, a measuring
instrument is required. In this section, a review of
methods supporting these activities is given.
2.1 Determining usability attributes
The main reference of usability is probably the deﬁnition
of usability in ISO 9241-11: ‘‘the extent to which a product
can be used by speciﬁed users to achieve speciﬁed goals
with eﬀectiveness, eﬃciency and satisfaction in a speciﬁed
context of use’’ [19]. In brief, the deﬁnition means that
usability requirements are based on measures of users
performing tasks with the product to be developed.
– An example of an eﬀectiveness measure is the percentage of users who can successfully complete a task.
– Eﬃciency can be measured by the mean time needed
to successfully complete a task.
– User satisfaction can be measured with a questionnaire.
Usability requirements may include separate deﬁnitions of the target level (e.g. 90% of users can successfully complete a task) and the minimum acceptable level
(e.g. 80% of users can successfully complete a task) [20].
Whiteside et al. [21] suggest that quantitative usability
requirements be phrased at four levels: worst, planned,
best and current.
Questionnaires measuring user satisfaction provide
quantitative, though subjective usability metrics for related usability attributes. For example, with the SUMI
[22] questionnaire it is possible to measure ﬁve usability
attributes: aﬀect, eﬃciency, helpfulness, control and
learnability. The system usability scale can be obtained
through the SUS [23] questionnaire and QUIS [24]
covers attributes such as readability of characters, layout
of displays and terminology.
2.2 Methods for determining usability targets
Usability engineering literature agrees that determining
quantitative usability requirements should be a collaborative eﬀort. However, there are no very concrete
guidelines as to how this eﬀort should be organized and
managed. The existing literature mainly focuses on
describing and exploring the concepts and formats related to the deﬁnition of usability and the contents of the
usability requirements document [25].
Possibly one of the most detailed guidelines for
determining usability requirements is a six-step process
by Wixon and Wilson [14]. In their process, relevant
usability attributes are determined based on user proﬁle
and task analysis. Then the measuring instruments and
measures are decided upon and a performance level is set
for each attribute. They agree with Whiteside et al. [21]
that four performance levels can be set for each attribute
and determining the current level lays the foundation for

setting other levels. If the product is new, measurements
for the current level can be attained, for example, from
an existing manual system. Like Hix and Hartson [6],
Wixon and Wilson [14] suggest that in the beginning two
to three clear goals that focus on important and frequent
tasks are enough and later, as the development teams
accept the value of usability goals, more complex speciﬁcations can be generated.
Gould and Lewis [26] state that developing behavioural goals must cover at least three points. Firstly, a
description of the intended users must be given and the
experimental participants should be agreed upon. Secondly, the tasks to be performed and the circumstances
in which they should be performed must be given. The
third point of the process is giving the measurement of
interest, such as learning time and the criterion values to
be achieved for each. According to them [26] behavioural criteria, for example learning time, is usually relatively easy to specify, but iteration is needed when
deﬁning the appropriate values for these criteria. In the
case of new systems, iteration is required even to identify
the criteria correctly.
According to Nielsen [5] usability is associated with
ﬁve attributes: learnability, eﬃciency, memorability, error and satisfaction. In usability goal setting, these
attributes must be prioritised based on user and task
analysis, and then operationalised and expressed in
measurable ways. Nielsen states that goals are relatively
easy to set for new versions of an existing system or
systems that have competitors on the market. In the case
of completely new systems he proposes an approach,
where a set of sample tasks are deﬁned and then several
usability specialists are asked how long it should take
users to perform them.
Dumas and Redish [27] suggest that when planning
for performance measures, it is important to consider
where the product is in the development cycle. For
example when testing a prototype, performance measures such as repeated error and frustration make sense,
but time probably does not. They suggest that in setting
the criteria for these measures, information about the
job and task analysis will help. Furthermore, it is an
advantage to have an expert doing the task.
Mayhew [7] introduces a nine-step procedure for
setting usability goals. In her procedure qualitative
usability goals are ﬁrst identiﬁed and prioritized. Then
those qualitative usability goals that are relatively high
priority and seem easily quantiﬁable should be formulated to quantiﬁed goals. She suggests that narrow feature-oriented usability goals will be appropriate while
developing a new version of an existing product and
broad task-oriented goals will be most useful while
developing a completely new product.
There have also been various projects where enhanced usability engineering methods have been developed. For example the MUSiC methodology [28] aims
to provide a comprehensive approach to the measurement of usability. It includes methods for specifying and
measuring usability during design. One of the methods is
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the performance measurement method, which aims to
provide a means of measuring two of the ISO 9241-11
standard usability components, i.e. eﬀectiveness and
eﬃciency. The method includes a sequence of steps,
which are guided and supported with the MUSiC tools
such as handbooks and software [29]. ISO 9241-11 [19]
itself states that usability measures can be speciﬁed,
‘‘focusing ... on the most important user goals may mean
ignoring many functions, but is likely to be the most
practical approach’’.
Also the RESPECT project has produced a number
of usability documents including a set of handbooks on
usability design. One handbook, User-centred requirements handbook [30], is concerned with user-centred
requirements speciﬁcation. Its aim is to provide a
structured basis for gathering user requirements equivalent to the speciﬁcation of business requirements and
technical requirements. However, the handbook is
mainly concerned with qualitative usability requirements
but does not discuss quantitative requirements in detail.
Furthermore, there are very few empirical research
reports on quantitative usability requirement methods in
practice. One of the few reports is by Bevan et al. [31]
who conducted case studies on quantitative usability
evaluations following the Common Industry Format for
usability testing, CIF [32] in a purchaser-supplier setting.
Two of the case studies also included the determination
of quantitative usability requirements. In one case, ﬁve
experts and four non-experts attempted to complete
diﬀerent sets of ‘‘typical tasks’’ in an existing system,
and the goal of the new system was to ‘‘at least equal
and if possible improve on these success rates’’. Another
case included a step ‘‘speciﬁcation of the usability
requirements’’. It is reported that the cases were successful; however, the methodological aspects are not
discussed in detail.
2.3 Methods for quantitative evaluation of usability
Whether the quantitative requirements have been met
can be determind through a usability test. Wixon et al.
[14] deﬁne the term ‘‘test’’ as a broad term that
encompasses any method for assessing whether goals
have been achieved, like a formal laboratory test or a
collection of satisfaction data through survey. However,
they point out that, although quantitative data can be
gathered in many settings, usability engineering does
imply that a systematic approach has been taken. Tasks
must also be standardized and the inﬂuence of extraneous variables minimized.
When evaluating usability, ISO 9241-11 [19] claims it
is important that the context selected be representative.
Evaluations can be done in the ﬁeld in a real work situation or in laboratory settings in which the relevant
aspects of the context of use are re-created in a representative and controlled way. A method that includes
representative users performing typical, representative
tasks is generally called usability testing.

Tasks that are done in usability testing provide an
objective metric for the related usability attribute. Hix
and Hartson [6] indicate that tasks must be very
speciﬁcally worded in order to be the same for each
participant. Tasks must also be speciﬁc, so that participants do not get sidetracked into irrelevant details
during testing. Wixon et al. [14] suggest that during
the test, the tester should minimize the interaction
with participants. Butler [33] describes his approach
where ‘‘seven test users were given an introductory
level problem to solve, then left alone with a copy of
the user’s guide and a 3270 terminal logged onto the
system.’’
User preference questionnaires provide a subjective
metric for the related usability attribute such as ease of
use or usefulness. Questionnaires are commonly built
using Likert and semantic diﬀerential scales and are
intended for use in various circumstances [32]. There are
a number of questionnaires available for quantitative
usability evaluation, like SUMI [22], QUIS [24] and SUS
[23]. Karat [34] states that questionnaires provide an
easy and inexpensive method for obtaining measurement
data on a system. However, they also have shortcomings, for example information may be lost by the limited
nature of the questions.
Usability can be quantitatively evaluated also with
theory-based approaches such as GOMS and keystroke
level model, KLM [35]. With GOMS, for example, total
times can be predicted by associating times with each
operator. According to John [36], GOMS can also be
used to predict how long it will take to learn a certain
task. With these quantitative predictions GOMS can be
applied for example in a comparison between two systems. The GOMS model also has its limitations. Preece
et al. [37] suggest that GOMS can only really model
computer-based tasks that involve a small set of highly
routine data-entry type inputs. The model is not
appropriate if errors occur.
KLM is a simpliﬁed version of GOMS. It provides
numerical predictions of user performance which are
developed based on extensive empirical studies by
Card et al. [35]. The model is comprised of several
operators such as keystroke, point and a generic
mental operator. There are also heuristic rules, which
are provided to predict where the mental operators are
needed.
There are also simpliﬁcations of the KLM model,
such as the one which considers only keystrokes, and the
execution time is proportional to the number of keystrokes. These simpliﬁcations are less accurate in predicting execution time, but they do provide the designer
with a greater ease of use [35].

3 Review of the case project
Our case study is a past development project of a new UI
concept for a mobile phone at Nokia. The UI concept
includes the design of all the main elements of the UI
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apart from software implementation: input (selection of
keys) and output (display) devices; industrial and
graphical design; and dialogue and interaction design
principles.
The project had a clear business driver: the usability
of the internet access (speciﬁcally, WAP4) functions had
to be at a clearly of a better level compared with the old
UI. The project had a tight schedule. It also had other
constraints, one being that the usability of the UI had to
be quantitatively evaluated very early in the development life cycle.

3.1 On the design context and challenge
Cellular phones are mechanical devices. While they are
manufactured in large quantities, there are very high
requirements for the quality of the mechanical design
and components. In order to provide time for industrial and mechanical design, one has to make a decision on the mechanical elements very early in the
development life cycle, including two elementary
components of UI: the set of keys and the type of
display. In particular, the early decision about the
keys makes a diﬀerence in the development process
compared to desktop software systems. A design issue
that comes typically at the detailed design phase of a
desktop UI (choosing the push buttons) needs to be
decided very early in the development of cellular
phones.
The company practice is to use quantitative targets in
R&D projects, to orient a development project in the
right direction and to make objective evaluation of the
project possible. Qualitative usability targets were used
in an earlier UI concept development project, but the
experience was not very positive as it proved very diﬃcult to evaluate at the end of the project the extent to
which good usability was truly achieved. Therefore, the
management required quantitative usability targets this
time. While the usability targets could not be the only
ones in the project, the total number of usability targets
was limited to maximum four.
Early decision making on the key UI elements based
on quantitative usability evaluation set special requirements for our project. Because the set of keys cannot be
designed in isolation from the other parts of the interface, the practical requirement was to design all the main
elements of the UI equally early. We anticipated that no
working prototypes or the UI software would be available at the time of the evaluation. We further anticipated
we probably would not even have time to build interactive simulations that run on a computer. Thus, we had
to be able to quantitatively evaluate the usability of the
UI concept at a phase in the development where no
extensive usability tests, for example, could be made in a
traditional way.
4

Wireless Application Protocol.

Fig. 2 The ﬂow of the project. The activities in the boxes relate to
usability requirements

3.2 The ﬂow of the project
The overall lifecycle of the project is illustrated in Fig. 2.
As background information, we had knowledge of the
users and their tasks. The ﬁrst step was to deﬁne the
usability attributes and determine quantitative usability
targets. Other measurable targets for the project, such as
development time, were also agreed at this point.
As mentioned, the demand for setting quantitative
usability requirements came from the management. The
usability practitioners of the project team ﬁrst opposed
the idea; the task was perceived as too challenging. After
considerable brainstorming and other eﬀorts we ended
up with the approach described in this article. Determining the quantitative usability requirements consisted
of two separate tasks: (1) deﬁning an appropriate set of
usability attributes, and (2) determining target levels for
these attributes.
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An iterative design cycle followed:
– Use scenarios were produced on the diﬀerent applications of a phone. These scenarios were later used as
the basis for paper prototype design and usability
tests;
– hypothetical UI concept was produced. In the
beginning, this was based on our assumptions; in the
later rounds of iteration, it became more and more
based on the data from the user tests;
– Paper prototypes [38] of the UI were produced in
workshops in which the key members of the project
team, especially UI designers, participated. Design
tasks were assigned to each participant (i.e. typically
one application per person);
– Usability tests were conducted on the paper prototypes.The project had a tight schedule. We had time
for three main iteration cycles (of the steps described
above) where diﬀerent UI designs were explored with
diﬀerent phone applications. Diﬀerent concepts were
identiﬁed, and qualitative usability evaluations were
carried out through paper prototyping. We perceived
the usability requirements of the project as challenging; several diﬀerent UI concepts had to be explored
before we felt that we had a good design solution.
Finally, after the last iteration cycle, the ﬁnal design
(3) was veriﬁed against the usability requirements to
check whether the right design was selected and to
determine the extent to which the design meets the
predetermined usability targets. Even if the usability
targets of the project were well known by the project
team, there was some anticipation in the team about the
outcome. The results, in turn, clearly indicated that the
project had been successful: all the usability targets were
reached and even exceeded. The results were reported to
the management board, who approved the results and
the project staﬀ received their project bonuses accordingly. A special reward was that the project was selected
as the best R&D project in the all Nokia quality competition of that year.

4 Methods related to usability requirements
In this section, we ﬁrst discuss the deﬁnition of usability
attributes and the target setting. Then we describe the
instruments for measuring the attributes, and how the

Table 1 Example of user tasks on basic phone functions
Calling by entering digits manually
Calling a person from the phone book
Using quick dialling to call
Inserting a new entry in the phone book
Editing names or numbers in the phone book
Answering a call
Answering a waiting call
Switching between two calls
Rejecting a call

evaluation was carried out. At the end, we summarise
the advantages and shortcomings of the methods.

4.1 The usability attributes
General usability attributes include usefulness, learnability, eﬃciency, error rates, memorability, etc. These
should be transferred to speciﬁc usability attributes that
‘‘reﬂect the user’s work context’’ [14]. There were a
number of factors in our project that had to be considered when selecting the speciﬁc usability attributes:
– As discussed above, a main restriction was that the
total number of usability goals was limited to four
measures.
– A large number of end user tasks are characteristic of
cellular phones. One can identify many tasks related
to the basic phone functions only, as illustrated in
Table 1. When we take into account all the other
applications of a typical cellular phone — e.g. text
messaging, diﬀerent settings (ringing tone, volume)
and modes of operation, call transfer and forwarding
functions, calendar, voice messaging, new data
applications — the number of user tasks is very high.
In addition, WAP — the speciﬁc driver for the
development of this UI concept — meant another set
of new user tasks. The high number of time-critical
tasks meant that determining usability requirements
based on a small set of tasks did not make sense: a UI
should be designed so that all the time critical tasks
could be completed eﬃciently.
– Cellular phones are consumer products that should be
easy to learn, even without a user manual. But another
characteristic of cellular phones is that they are products that are used frequently, many times a day. This
means that eﬃciency — everyday use — is also a critical
quality attribute. This aspect had to be taken into account when determining the usability attributes.
– Further, we had to be able to measure the achievement of the usability attributes in the context of the
project. We had to be able to have the usability
measured in a situation where we do not have a
functioning prototype of the product. The attributes
had to be deﬁned so that measurement at this stage
was feasible.
– Last, but not least, the usability requirements had to
be relevant for the business case. They had to direct
the design of the UI in line with the business goals. In
this case, the key driver was to improve the usability
of the WAP functionality. On the other hand, it was
required that the design would not compromise on
the usability of the other phone functions and applications.To meet these requirements, our ﬁrst decision
was to use relative usability attributes, i.e. to compare
the usability of the UI under development with a
reference interface. This practice is adopted e.g. in
[31] where it is proposed that ‘‘usability for the new
system should be at least as good as for the old sys-
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tem’’. Probably a more common practice is to use
absolute attributes, such as performance time, or
number of errors. We anticipated that relative
usability attributes would make the target setting
easier as it was not necessary to have any previous
benchmark data, and also the measurement will become more practical. An earlier Nokia UI was chosen
as the reference.

usability is meant to cover the general design principles
of the UI: how quickly users learn to use the phone;
whether the design metaphors and paradigms are sensible and the use of keys is logical; whether the style
remains consistent through the diﬀerent applications
and users do not make errors (and if they do, they can
recover from them) etc.
ROU is based on the following concepts:

We ended up deﬁning the usability requirements with
two attributes: relative average eﬃciency, and relative
overall usability. Both these attributes are adoptions of
our own from general usability attributes. With these
two diﬀerent attributes, we aimed to get a balanced set
of the usability requirements that would depict the true
usability of a phone UI.

– Evaluation is based on the judgement of usability
experts.
– The experts are asked to give one rating both for the
new and the old UI with the Likert type scale.
– The relative overall usability is the average diﬀerence
between the ratings given to the new and the reference
UI.

4.1.1 Relative average eﬃciency
4.2 Determining target values for the usability attributes
Eﬃciency is a relevant usability attribute of a mobile
phone UI because it relates to the daily use — ‘power
use’ — of the product, after a user has learnt how to use
a product. An eﬃcient UI concept makes it possible for
a user to perform the most important tasks quickly.
Traditionally, eﬃciency is deﬁned based on individual
user tasks, i.e. by deﬁning the time that a user takes to
complete tasks. This approach, however, was not logical
in our context because we were limitated to a maximum
of four usability measures. The selection of only four
tasks had been too small a sample of time-critical user
tasks of a mobile phone.
Our solution was to use an attribute that we call
relative average eﬃciency, RAE. It is an objective user
task based attribute, based on the following steps:
– Select a reference UI (for example, the UI of an
existing product).
– Identify the time critical user tasks.
– For each task, determine the relative eﬃciency of the
new UI compared with the reference UI.
– The relative average eﬃciency is the average of the
relative eﬃciencies of individual tasks, expressed in
percentages.For example, the value of RAE ‘35%’
means that the new user interface is 35% ‘more eﬃcient on average’ than the reference one. The value
‘ 10%’ means that the new user interface is 10% ‘less
eﬃcient on average’ than the reference one.

After a number of brainstorming sessions and discussions with the management, we decided to determine the
usability targets separately for the traditional phone
functions and for the WAP functions. As a result, we
had four attributes (Table 2). This separation was
deemed sensible because the key business driver was a
clear improvement on the WAP usability. We wanted to
set tougher usability requirements for the WAP usability
than for the usability of the phone functions.
The challenge was to determine what would be the
appropriate target levels for the attributes. Setting the
exact numeric values for the usability attributes was
more guesswork than science. The goals were set together with the management ambitiously, realistically
and in line with the business aims. Moreover, it was the
ﬁrst time this kind of goal setting was done in the
company.
It was agreed that reasonable targets in the WAP
functions were a 15% increase in RAE, and 1 point increase in ROU. We anticipated that a UI designed for
WAP might easily lead to compromises in the usability
of phone functions. Therefore, it was agreed that a
reasonable target was to keep the usability of the phone
functions at the same level as in the reference UI. In
summary, we ended up with the targets presented in
Table 3.

4.1.2 Relative overall usability

4.3 Measuring instruments

To complement the eﬃciency aspect, we used a general
attribute relative overall usability (ROU). The overall

Measuring instruments are needed to evaluate in
practice the compliance with the usability requirements. We had a number of limitations in selecting the
measuring instruments. At the time when the usability
had to be measured, we did not have a working
prototype of the new UI. The design challenge had
been so demanding that we needed to explore several
design ideas on paper prototypes, but did not have
time to implement a prototype of our ﬁnal design. We

Table 2 The usability attributes (x) of the case project
Applications

Relative average
eﬃciency

Relative overall
usability

WAP
Phone functions

X
X

X
X
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Table 3 The target levels of the
usability attributes (in relation
to the reference UI)

Applications

Relative average eﬃciency

Relative overall usability

WAP

Increase of +15% compared
with the reference
0%, i.e. the same level
as the reference

Increase of 1 point (on a scale of 1...7) compared
with the reference
0, i.e. the same level as the reference

Phone functions

did not aim for a thorough speciﬁcation and documentation of the UI in the short period of time that
we had. What we had was a set of scenarios on how
the new UI would behave in diﬀerent situations and
with diﬀerent applications, documented in storyboards. In addition, the team had the details of the
design in their minds: how our design would work in
diﬀerent applications and situations. The easy part
was that the reference user interface was available to
the evaluators— an existing Nokia phone.

4.3.1 Instruments for measuring RAE
At the time of setting the target levels, we did not specify
what exactly an ‘increase of 15% in eﬃciency’ means. To
make the measurement of relative average eﬃciency
practical, we chose a strategy whereby we calculated
how many end user tasks would be more eﬃcient with
the new UI. In other words, we did not calculate the
absolute times (or time estimates) for the tasks. We
ended up with two formulas, relative average task eﬃciency measure(RATEM) and simplistic keystroke level
model(S-KLM).
RATEM is for calculating the relative average task
eﬃciency when the relative individual task eﬃciencies
are known, Equation 1.
Equation 1. RATEM the formula for calculating the
relative average eﬃciency increase in percentages
1. Determine a representative set of eﬃciency critical
tasks.
2. For each task:
– If the new concept is more eﬃcient than the reference, the score = 1.
– If the concepts are equal, then the score = 0.
– If the new concept is worse, the score = 1.
3. The improvement in the relative average eﬃciency = (sum of scores/number of tasks) · 100%
For the practical estimation of the eﬃciency of the
individual tasks, we developed S-KLM, a simple version
of the keystroke level model, KLM (Card 1983). Since it
is enough to know which UI concept is better, we did
not need to make exact estimates of the times for performing a task. Our simple formula for calculating the
task eﬃciency is illustrated in Table 4:
For example, if a user task takes only one key press,
the score is 1. If a user task is one long press, the score is
1.25. If a user task takes two presses of keys not close to
each other, the score is 2.

4.3.2 Instrument for measuring ROU
The ROU was measured through expert evaluation.
Three usability experts (in one case: a team of experts)
would evaluate the concepts independently based on
their professional judgements, without mutual communication. The evaluators were given the freedom to select
an evaluation method that they found appropriate. The
evaluators were asked to score both the new UI and the
reference UI on a Likert scale 1 (poor, would not recommend it to anybody) ... 7 (excellent, would strongly
recommend it to a colleague).
The ﬁnal score, ROU, is the average of the individual
scores, Equation 2.
Relative overall usability measure (ROUM) a formula for
calculating the relative overall usability increase
– ROU increase = sum of scores (U new UI U old
UI)/ n · 100 %
– Where U new UI = the overall usability rating of the
new UI
– U old UI = the overall usability rating of the old UI
– n = number of evaluators
In addition, it was presumed that the evaluators
would also give qualitative comments. The reason was to
gain conﬁdence in the validity of the evaluation. If the
comments were in line with each other, it would conﬁrm
the validity of the results.

4.4 Implementation and the results of the evaluation
The evaluation had to be carried out with the limitations
discussed above: we had only limited documentation of
the user interface, but the team had clear ideas how the
user interface would work in diﬀerent situations. Our
strategy was to organise an evaluation session where the
design team was at the disposal of the evaluators. The
team presented the features of the user interface by
making presentations, answering questions, etc.

Table 4 The simplistic key-stroke level method, S-KLM
First button press
A long press
A second press
Pressing an adjust key
Pressing any other key

=
=
=
=
=

1
+ 0,25
+ 0,50
+ 0,75
+1
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4.4.1 Measuring the RAE
We ﬁrst identiﬁed the eﬃciency critical user tasks. This
was done together with representatives of product
marketing and application specialists, based on the
existing user data. The main criteria for the selection
of the eﬃciency critical tasks were (1) tasks that are
done frequently, and (2) tasks that need to be done
quickly for other reasons. As a result, we ended up
with 20 ... 30 user tasks for both the phone and WAP
functions.
A usability expert (not belonging to the project) made
evaluation, asking details from the key designers of the
project when required. The evaluator produced a table
that showed all the tasks, the relative eﬃciency rating of
each task and the RAE result, Table 5.
4.4.2 Measuring the ROU
Three usability experts (in one case: a team of experts)
evaluated the ROU separately for the WAP functionality and phone applications. We organised a presentation session where the new UI was presented to three
evaluators. We briefed the evaluators about our business
case: i.e. what the drivers were, what the target user
segment was, and what the key applications were. While
we did not have a running prototype, we presented the
user interface on slides and answered the evaluators’
questions. The evaluators were asked to send the results
(ratings and qualitative justiﬁcations) to the project team
soon after the presentation session.
The overall usability results were quite consistent
even though the evaluators did the work independently
without any mutual communication. An interesting aspect was that they used diﬀerent usability evaluation
methods: two teams used heuristic evaluation [39], while
one team used SUS [23]. In addition, the qualitative
feedback from the evaluators was quite consistent. This
made us believe that the results of the ‘ROU’ were quite
valid.

that they may hide individual usability ﬂaws: an average
rating may be quite good but still there may exist even
signiﬁcant individual usability problems in the user
interface.
RATEM and S-KLM The advantage of these measuring instruments is that the usability can be measured
eﬃciently — with few resources only — and with lo-ﬁ
prototypes. Measuring the relative eﬃciency of individual tasks with S-KLM is rather straightforward: it
proved easy to determine which one of the two UIs
provided a more eﬃcient way of accomplishing a task. A
detailed level keystroke level analysis, for example,
would take considerably more resources. Calculation of
the RAE result with RATEM is also very easy as it
involves a simple formula or table.
A disadvantage of the methods is that the results do
not reveal the eﬃciency in terms of absolute time. The
results show how large portion of the tasks are more
eﬃcient. For example, S-KLM gives a score ‘1’, no
matter whether a user task is only marginally or significantly more eﬃcient to perform with the new interface.
The RAE rating may be quite high even if the absolute
eﬃciency improvement is not much. This phenomenon
was actually evident in our case: the evaluation results
proved to be very good (i.e. we well exceeded our targets). Another, natural weakness is that the evaluation is
done without users. The paths for carrying out the tasks
are decided by the evaluator and designers, not by the
actual end users.
ROUM The advantage of this method is that it is, as is
RATEM and S-KLM, practical for the design team.
Further, the independent evaluators with diﬀerent
methods complement each others’ results. A weakness of
the method is that of all expert methods: the results are
very much dependent on the evaluators, not based on
true end user data.

4.5 Advantages and disadvantages of the methods

Summary The strong points of our methods are that
they are eﬃcient, they can be used with lo-ﬁ prototypes,
and they guide the development team to think about ‘the
broad picture’ of usability instead of, for example,

In summary, our approach includes the following new
methods related to usability requirements:

Table 5 The calculation of the RAE (an example table)

– Two speciﬁc usability attributes: RAE, and ROU.
– Two instruments for measuring the RAE: RATEM
and S-KLM.
– An instrument for measuring the ROU: ROUM.

Task

REA and ROU The chief advantages of these usability
attributes are that usability can be expressed with few
numbers only, and the attributes basically take into account widely diﬀerent aspects of usability. RAE measures eﬃciency based on several user tasks, and ROU
measures other usability aspects (learnability, errors,
etc.). Probably the main disadvantage of the attributes is

Task 1
Task 2
Task 3
Task 4
Task 5 Etc.
Summary
RAE

Ratings
The new UI
more eﬃcient

Equal

The reference
UI more eﬃcient

x
X
x
x
16
(16 6)/30 ·
100% = 33%

8

x
6
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focusing on some individual tasks only. The main
weakness is the potential validity problems; especially as
the instruments do not include end user participation
and the results may hide even signiﬁcant individual
usability ﬂaws.

5 Discussion
A case study is described where quantitative usability
requirements were determined for a new UI of a mobile
phone, and later the compliance with the requirements
was measured. The case threw up challenges — due to
the speciﬁc characteristics of mobile phones (e.g. the
need for early decisions on keys) — which made it
inappropriate to use standard methods. New methods
for usability requirements determination and evaluation
had to be developed within the practical constraints of
the project. The methods are described, the rationale
behind the methods is given, and the advantages and
disadvantages of the methods are discussed. Although
the user interface concept was never fully implemented 5
and therefore its usability could not be reliably evaluated, we were conﬁdent that we gained good results in
designing high-level usability.
The case study contributes to show how it is possible
to tailor usability methods to the true context of real
development projects. Our case concerned the development of a mobile phone user interface. However, the
results and ﬁndings of this research should be applicable
to other kinds of development projects, too. Quantitative usability requirements are useful regardless of the
type of the product.
We are quite conscious of the limitation of the
methods we used, as discussed in the previous section.
The methods described in this article should be understood as examples of how quantitative usability
requirements can be determined and evaluated in practice in the context of one particular case project, but not
as ‘the’ methods for general application.
5.1 Implications to the practice
In conclusion, we recommend the use of quantitative
usability requirements in development projects. Such
requirements make usability a true issue in the project
and give a vision for design. However, a practitioner
should take the following issues into account:
– To be eﬀective, usability requirements should not be
employed only because they are part of a usability
engineering methodology. They should be deﬁned as
true project targets to be monitored by the management. Usability should be among the criteria adopted
to evaluate the success of the project.
5

Reasons not within the scope of this article.

– Determining appropriate usability attributes and
setting target values for them is a challenging task.
Usability requirements should be deﬁned so that they
depict a ‘usable product’ as well as possible. The
diﬀerence between some usability attribute and a
descriptive set of usability attributes should be
understood. In our case study, we deﬁned usability
attributes to include both eﬃciency and general
usability aspects. It should be understood, however,
that the appropriate set of attributes is heavily
dependent on the product or application.
– The determination of quantitative usability requirements and their evaluation should be distinguished.
We propose that it is not necessary to know how to
measure them exactly at the time of determining the
requirements. An important role of usability
requirements is that they give direction and vision to
the user interface design. This experience is shared by
Wixon et al. [14]: ‘‘even if you do not test at all,
designing with a clearly stated usability goal is preferable to designing toward a generic goal of ‘easy and
intuitive’’’.
– We encourage innovativeness in usability methods. It
is seldom possible to use usability methods ideally.
This article presents our innovations on the methods
for determining and evaluating usability requirements. An appropriate approach in another kind of
project context would most probably not be the same
as the one described in this article. The project context and the business case always have a major impact
on the usability attributes.

5.2 Topics for future research
We ﬁnd that too little empirical research has been done
on the topic of measurable usability requirements. The
literature mainly focuses on presenting the formats of
usability requirements. There are very few practical
guidelines on how to derive the ‘right set’ of usability
requirements; i.e. how to deﬁne an appropriate set of
usability attributes and how to set appropriate targets
for the attributes. There is much more literature available on methods for evaluating usability. On the other
hand, methods for quantitative usability evaluations
tend to be rather resource intensive. There is thus a need
to develop practical methods applicable in real development situations.

6 Conclusion
We described a case study from a development project
where the use of quantitative usability requirements was
found useful. We used methods that do not exactly
follow the existing well-known usability methods. We
believe that this is not a unique case: most industrial
development projects have speciﬁc constraints and
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limitations, and an ideal use of usability methods is not
generally feasible. While we strongly recommend the use
of measurable usability requirements, we do not propose
our methods as a general solution. Clearly, each project
has its speciﬁc features, and the usability methods
should be selected and tailored based on the speciﬁc
context of the project.
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